


Hyster Company’s history is characterized by an 
unmatched legacy of continuous innovation, superior 
market responsiveness, and a commitment to build 
the toughest lift trucks in the world. Hyster® offers 
a comprehensive range of warehousing equipment, 
industrial lift trucks, container handlers and reach 
stackers as well as quality parts to meet your materials 
handling needs.

Hyster Company offers a complete line of lift trucks 
with over 130 different models configured for gasoline, 
LPG, diesel or electric power. Available in the broadest 
capacity range in the industry—from 2,000 to 105,000 
lbs.—each Hyster forklift is designed to meet your 
standards for dependability and cost of operation. 

Consultants and responsive local service are provided 
through our world-class network of distribution partners. 
Together, we deliver a complete package of products and 
solutions to help you improve efficiency, drive down costs 
and streamline your materials flow.

HYSTER FULL LINE OF TRUCKS
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Sit-down, Counterbalanced ICE, 
Pneumatic Tire

3,000 – 4,000 H30FT / H35FT / H40FTS

5,000 H50CT

4,000 – 7,000 H40FT / H50FT / H60FT / H70FT

8,000 – 12,000 H80FT / H90FT / H100FT / H110FT / H120FT

13,500 – 15,500 H135FT / H155FT

17,000 – 19,000 H170FT / H175FT / H190FT
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Sit-down, Counterbalanced ICE, 
Pneumatic Tire Heavy Duty 19,000 – 36,000 H190HD2 / H210HD2 / H230HD2 / H230HD2S / H250HD2 / H280HD2 / H300HD2 / 

H330HD2 / H360HD2

Empty Container Handler

15,000 H360HD2-EC4

36,000 H360-36HD, H360-48HD

15,400 – 20,000 H400HD-EC5 / H450HDS-EC6 / H450HD-EC6 / H500HD-EC6

Versatile Forklift Truck
40,500 – 45,000 H400HDS / H400HD / H450HDS / H450HD

55,000 – 70,000 H550HD / H550HDS / H620HD / H650HDS / H650HD / H700HD / H700HDS

Forklift Truck 80,000 – 105,000 H800HD / H900HD / H970HD / H1050HD / H1050HDS

Masted Container Handler 88,185 H1050HD-CH / H1150HD-CH 

ReachStacker 60,000 – 101,000 RS45-27 / RS45-31 / RS46-36 / RS46-41S / RS46-41L / RS46-41LS
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Walkie Low Lift Pallet

4,500 W45ZHD

4,000 – 5,000 W40Z / W50Z

6,000 – 8,000 W60Z / W65Z / W80Z

Walkie / Rider Low Lift Pallet
6,000 – 8,000 B60ZAC / B60ZHD / B80ZHD

6,000 – 8,000 C60ZHD / C80ZHD

Walkie Stacker Pallet

2,500 – 4,000 W25ZA2 / W30ZA2 / W40ZA

2,000 – 3,000 W20ZR / W30ZR

2,500 – 4,000 W25ZC / W30ZC / W40ZC

Low Level Order Picker, Tow Tractor
2,500 – 5,000 LO2.5, LO5.0T

10,000 – 15,000 T5ZAC / T7ZAC
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Sit-down Counterbalanced ICE,  
Cushion Tire

3,000 – 4,000 S30FT / S35FT / S40FTS

5,000 S50CT

4,000 – 7,000 S40FT / S50FT / S55FTS / S60FT / S70FT

8,000 – 12,000 S80FT / S80FT-BCS / S100FT / S100FT-BCS / S120FT / S120FTS / S120FT-PRS

13,500 – 15,500 S135FT / S155FT
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3,000 – 4,000 N35ZRS2 / N40ZRS2 / N30ZDRS2

3,000 – 4,500 N35ZR2 / N40ZR2 / N45ZR2 / N30ZDR2 / N35ZDR2

Order Picker
1,500 R30XMF3 (Furniture)

3,000 R30XMS3 (Standard); R30XM3 (Premium); R30XMA3 (Straddle)

Very Narrow Aisle 3,000 – 3,500 V30ZMU / V35ZMU
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AC Power

3,000 – 4,000 E30XN / E35XN / E40XN

4,500 – 7,000 E45XN / E50XN / E55XN / E60XN / E65XN / E70XN

8,000 – 12,000 E80XN, E100XNS, E100XN, E120XN

4 Wheel Sit-down, Pneumatic Tire,  
AC Power

3,000 – 4,000 J30XN / J35XN / J40XN

4,500 – 7,000 J45XN / J50XN / J60XN / J70XN

8,000 – 10,000 J80XN / J90XN / J100XN

3 Wheel Sit-down, Pneumatic Tire,  
AC Power

2,500 – 3,000 A25XNT / A30XNT

3,000 – 4,000 J30XNT / J35XNT / J40XNT

3 Wheel Stand, Cushion Tire 3,000 – 4,000 E30HSD2 / E35HSD2 / E40HSD2

BROADEST CAPACITY RANGE IN THE INDUSTRY
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features
SPECIAL MONOTROL® pedal uses one foot 

control of acceleration and direction, 
leaving your hands free for steering 
and operating hydraulic levers. The 
Hyster MONOTROL® pedal helps keep 
your operators more productive.

Adjustable armrest with optional 
TouchPoint mini-lever electro-hydraulic 
controls is cushioned and contoured 
to provide full forearm support. The 
hydraulic functions, seatside directional 
control switch, horn and power 
disconnect button are all incorporated in 
the armrest and designed to maximize 
operator comfort and ease of use.

From the 3-point entry/exit 
design to the uncluttered 
floor plate and the tilt steer 
column, the ergonomically 
designed compartment 
plays a big role in improving 
productivity. A variety of 
seat options are available to 
fit most customer needs.
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ELECTRIC COUNTERBALANCED

Hyster® sit-down electric counterbalanced 
trucks work harder, longer and more cost 
effectively, which boosts productivity and 
your bottom line. Ideal for warehouse, 
retail or industrial applications, these 
trucks are tough enough to take on even 
your heaviest loads. With truck capacities 
ranging from 2,500 pounds to 12,000 
pounds, we have all of your needs 
covered. By employing AC technology, 
Hyster Company has built-in the ability 
to customize lift truck performance to 
individual needs.



J45-70XN
The innovative component design and “Drop 
Battery Box” of this lift truck series allows 
for the use of pneumatic tires on an electric 
truck, which provides a Zero Emissions alter-
native for 4,500-7,000 pound capacity indoor 
and outdoor applications.

J30-40XNT
The J30-40XNT series three-wheel configu-
ration provides a tighter turning radius for 
unparalleled maneuverability that makes 
stacking in limited space and congested 
loading bays easier than ever. The dual steer 
wheels provide a smoother, more stable ride.

E30-40HSD2

These three wheel stand-up lift trucks are 
primarily intended for use on the dock for 
loading and unloading trailers, including 
some stocking and transport use. They are 
ideal for retail distribution, food manufac-
turing and processing, general warehousing 
and manufacturing, storage, plastic products, 
and freight transportation.
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J80-100XN
Continuing to bridge the gap between 
outdoor internal combustion engine (ICE) 
applications and indoor electric applications, 
the J80-100XN provides an environmen-
tally friendly option for industries that have 
historically been ICE applications.

J30-40XN
The J30-40XN four-wheel truck, with its Zero 
Turning Radius (ZTR) axle offers maneuver-
ability similar to a three-wheel truck, with 
greater comfort when traveling over longer 
distances.

E45-70XN
A versatile forklift truck designed for indoor 
use and ideally suited for a wide variety of 
applications such as general warehousing, 
food and beverage distributors, lumber and 
building material distribution. The E45-70XN 
series is a great choice for your indoor appli-
cation needs.

                 E30-40XN
By utilizing AC motors and transistor 
controller technology for all traction and 
hydraulic systems, we’ve reduced the 
frequency and cost of maintenance. This 
is one of the hardest working trucks in 
the business and is ideal for warehouse, 
retail and industrial applications.

A25-30XNT
The A25-30XNT series has been designed 
to maneuver in the tightest of spaces and to 
move pallets in containers and warehouses, 
delivering a cost effective solution to meet 
the requirements of applications where 
space is at a premium.

E80-120XN, E100XNS
Our electric E80-120XN series trucks meet 
the same high-performance standards as 
our counterbalanced ICE trucks in regards 
to acceleration, speed control and load-lift 
abilities. They also offer a lower operating 
cost, along with zero emissions. Power-
assisted braking means improved brake life 
and reduces operator braking efforts by up to 
40 percent.



Careful attention to ergonomics and serviceability make Hyster® narrow aisle lift trucks 
some of the most productive and dependable in their class. If your warehouse incorporates 
a narrow aisle design, there is a Hyster lift truck to fit your needs. Choose from single or 
double reach trucks, order pickers or our very narrow aisle (VNA) man-up turret trucks. 
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NARROW AISLE



R30XMF3
OrderPicker Furniture Mover

R30XMS3
Standard OrderPicker

R30XM3
Counterbalanced Premium OrderPicker

R30XMA3
Straddle Premium OrderPicker
You’ll love our orderpicker’s ergonomically superior 
workstation; a spacious platform with anti-fatigue 
floor mat, retractable side gates and a multi-func-
tion control handle. It’s also equipped with other 
standard operator amenities like a flow-through 
ventilation wire mesh screen, storage pockets, 
removable trash bin and a cup holder.

V30-35ZMU
Our AC traction, hoist and steering 
motors have no brushes to check or 
replace, resulting in extended service 
intervals. This, along with features 
such as superior energy efficiency 
and continuous vehicle system moni-
toring, makes the V30-35ZMU very 
narrow aisle turret trucks cost less to 
operate and increase your produc-
tivity. Five chassis choices, three 
operator compartment configurations 
and either a 48- or 72-volt system are 
all available.

N35-40ZRS2/N30ZDRS2 
N35-45ZR2/N30-35ZDR2

The availability of two operator 
stances—either fore/aft or side stance—
as well as the cooler/freezer or SubZero 
packages, demonstrates versatility in 
design. The AC reach truck product line 
offers a wide range of options including 
fork height display, fork camera, fork 
laser line, shelf height selector system 
and a load weight display.

Hyster® reach trucks offer an optional 
laser level which provides a laser 
line at the fork tips to indicate fork 
position and an optional fork camera 
which provides a fork eye view of 
the pallet entry at elevated heights, 
enhancing retrieval and put away 
capabilities.

Double-sealed electrical connections 
are used throughout the control wire 
harnesses because they provide a 
positive mechanical lock, reducing 
possibilities of loose connections. 
The IP66 rating provides a waterproof 
connection and is sealed to prevent 
contamination.

Our reach trucks offer the largest operator compartment in the 
industry and feature a low 9.5” step height and suspended 
floor plate with thick floor mat to help reduce the stress on your 
operator’s legs for improved productivity. Available in standard 
forward stance or optional side stance configuration, the ability 
to assume variable positions within the operator compartment 
offers a comfortable and natural operating experience.

features
SPECIAL
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Hyster Intelligent Lift™ on the W45ZHD 

enables the operator to start trans-
porting the pallet before the unit is at 
full lift, automatically lifting the pallet 
to maximum fork height without having 
to continually hold the lift button.  

The Hyster Intelligent Slow Down™ 
feature on the W45ZHD recognizes 
when the truck is turning and  
intelligently reduces the truck’s  
speed, assisting the operator  
through the corner.

MOTORIZED HAND

Hyster offers an optional Extreme Corrosion/
Wash Down Package* with a galvanized frame, 
lift linkage, battery well, and fork weldment. 
Where other lift trucks would rust and 
require additional cleaning and repainting, 
the Extreme Corrosion/Wash Down 
Package helps you keep on trucking. 
The galvanized frame pallet 
truck is designed for use in 
highly corrosive environments 
like food processing, pickling, 
tannery, chemical, salt and 
brine industries.

features
SPECIAL

Hyster manufactures and markets 
a wide range of motorized hand lift 
trucks designed to meet the toughest 
warehousing and retail needs. Our 
products include walkie, walkie/riders, 
reach and straddle stackers. Exceptional 
maneuverability and industry exclusive 
options give your operators the power to 
get more done. Environmental packages 
including the Cooler/Freezer Package 
and the Extreme Corrosion/Wash Down 
Package will stand up to even the 
harshest conditions. 

8
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T5-7ZAC

The Hyster® T5-7ZAC Tow Tractors provide 
you the towing capacities to meet your 
needs. The low profile of the floor mounted, 
high speed pedal provides easy access 
to maximum travel speed. The standard 
cushioned back pad, bulkhead pad and 
thick anti-fatigue floor mat provide excellent 
comfort when the operator is in the transport 
position. A large operator platform with low 
step-in height affords quick entry/exit onto 
the truck, especially for those applications 
where walking through is common.

W25-30ZA2, W40ZA,  
W20-30ZR, W25-40ZC
The Hyster Walkie Reach, Straddle and Counterbal-
anced stacker line of motorized pallet trucks gives 
big capacity and productivity with the operational 
cost of a walkie rather than a rider. Superior ergo-
nomics and User Selectable Performance Modes 
help to increase productivity.  

C60-80ZHD

The C60-80ZHD Center Rider Pallet Truck 
Series has a welded heavy duty steel plate/
bar constructed frame and forks with steel 
casings for high stress areas that provides 
superior rigidity and unrivaled durability. An 
SEM drive motor unit with integral, tapered 
rolled steer bearing enhances control as 
you move from staging loads and crossing 
dock boards to moving in and out of trailers. 
A 3-position tilt steer column and a 25-inch 
wide steer handle with full rotary grips that 
control travel speed and direction provides 
excellent ergonomics for high speed trans-
porting of goods.

B60ZAC, B60-80ZHD

These units feature optional fork lengths 
as well as application/environmental 
packages designed to accommodate 
your individual requirements, all while 
delivering advanced productivity, 
exceptional dependability, and superior 
serviceability – making the B60ZAC and 
B60-80ZHD some of the best values avail-
able in motorized walkie/rider models.

W40-80Z
Hyster® walkie motorized pallet trucks offer 
exceptional maneuverability due to our 
ergonomics and performance innovations. 
Features such as creep speed and fingertip 
control put the power to be productive in your 
operators’ hands. Optional environmental 
packages ensure that our trucks will stand up 
to some of the toughest working conditions.
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LO5.0T
Suitable for many types of couplings, 
the intelligently designed universal 
flange ensures an ideal solution for a 
wide range of applications, including 
automotive assembly and component 
supply operations, industries operating 
parts line feed, mail and parcel distribu-
tion services, transport and healthcare 
services and wholesale distribution.

W45ZHD

Its exceptional maneuverability, ergonomics 
and performance stems from innovative design 
and engineering. With a vast array of option 
combinations and standard features, the W45ZHD 
ensures that operators are moving loads as 
quickly and efficiently as possible at every stage 
of pallet handling.

LO2.5
When you want to pick more product 
faster, without the introduction of more 
pick zones and travel time, the LO2.5 is an 
ideal solution. The rising operator platform 
allows for second and third level picking 
up to 10 feet high. In new and existing 
facilities this means that more can be 
stored and moved quicker—in a smaller 
footprint and with less touches. 



Hyster Company’s Internal Combustion Engine Cushion Tire Lift Trucks represent a breakthrough 
in how lift trucks are designed, built and acquired. Hyster has invested in state-of-the-art 
manufacturing systems and processes to ensure proven Hyster quality. Buying a Fortis® lift 
truck means you maximize your purchasing power by buying only the features you need 
for your application. Using a truck from the Fortis® series means low cost of operations, 
dependability and owning a lift truck that’s still going strong long after the day’s work is done.

I.C.E. CUSHION
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The patented DuraMatch™ 
transmission in our Fortis® 
trucks provides breakthrough 
features that include the 
Auto Deceleration System, 
controlled rollback on ramps, 
and controlled power reversals 
to move loads more efficiently 
with less operator fatigue and 
product damage.

The Hyster® Fortis® line of lift 
trucks offers two configura-
tions that employ cowl mounted 
levers or TouchPoint mini-levers 
to provide you unsurpassed, 
low effort, tactile control of all 
hydraulic functions.

The engine cover, hinged at the rear, offers superior service 
access to the engine compartment. The tough engine cover is 
made of a durable, crack-resistant, thermoset polyester resin 
reinforced with fiberglass.

S80-120FT
This series offers multiple chassis configura-
tions including the Box Car Special (BCS), 
Paper Roll Special (PRS), and Short Truck 
Length (FTS). No matter what the application 
we’ve got the right lift truck for you.

S135-155FT
The S135-155FT series has the power to handle 
your toughest applications, such as primary 
metals, stone, clay, glass and concrete products, 
and industrial and commercial machinery.

S50CT
The S50CT retains the legendary 
toughness, reliability and productivity 
that you’ve come to expect from 
Hyster, reconfiguring it for medium 
duty applications.

S30-35FT, S40FTS
A versatile lift truck designed for indoor use, 
this truck series is ideally suited for a wide 
variety of applications such as warehousing, 
food and kindred products, and electronic 
and electrical equipment.

S40-70FT, S55FTS
Designed for indoor use, this truck is suited 
for many applications such as industrial and 
commercial machinery, fabricated metal 
products and motor freight transportation.

features
SPECIAL
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Our Internal Combustion Engine Pneumatic Tire Series of trucks were designed to help you 
move more in less time. Our engineers combined the toughest engine components with 
customized performance to create a rugged, durable lift truck that thrives in your challenging 
applications. Unsurpassed operator comfort means your team can work longer without getting 
fatigued. And a lower cost of operations equals a healthier bottom line for your company.

I.C.E. PNEUMATIC
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Pacesetter VSM™ industrial 
onboard computer manages 
all vehicle systems to optimize 
performance and significantly 
increase overall reliability and 
enhance diagnostic capabilities 
for maximum uptime.

The Hyster Stability System reduces truck lean in turns, enhancing 
lateral stability. Even with the reduced lean, the innovative steer axle 
mounting design allows for superior travel over uneven surfaces.

The elastomeric-mounted, Hyster 
designed, cast ductile iron steer 
axle with transverse, double-
acting hydraulic cylinder, tapered 
roller spindle support bearings and 
non-adjustable tie rods provide 
maximum durability and superior 
steering control for easy maneu-
vering and low maintenance.

H80-120FT
The full floating design of the drive axle lets 
the axle housing, not the shafts, carry the 
weight of the load, enhancing dependability 
and reliability for a longer service life. Hyster 
premium self-adjusting brakes provide excel-
lent inching or stopping power.

H135-155FT
The Fortis series choice of high output 
engines, performance transmissions, 
hydraulic controls and cooling system 
options allows you to customize your truck to 
optimize the productivity in your application.

H50CT
The H50CT retains the legendary toughness, 
reliability and productivity that you’ve come 
to expect from Hyster, reconfiguring it for 
medium duty applications. 

H30-35FT, H40FTS
The H30-40FT/S series combines the 
toughest engine components with custom-
ized performance to create a rugged, durable 
lift truck that thrives in your challenging 
applications. 

H170-190FT
The H170-190FT series of lift trucks are 
designed to be durable, dependable and 
productive. They are ideally suited for a wide 
variety of applications such as lumber, steel, 
concrete and car salvage.

H40-70FT
The H40-70FT series lift trucks are built 
incorporating proven design processes 
and systems to ensure the toughest, most 
durable designs.

features
SPECIAL
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BIG AND JUMBO

features
SPECIAL

The ergonomic design of the cab 
reduces operator fatigue and 
delivers improved productivity. The 
ComforCab™II is large and unclut-
tered, allowing the operator ample 
room for auxiliary options. Operator 
compartment features an adjustable 
suspension seat, with integrated 
armrest and low effort controls, 
4-way adjustable steering wheel, 
and power-assisted steering and 
brakes. The cab’s structural design 
creates excellent all-around visibility.

Hyster big trucks feature 
robust heavy duty masts 
designed for maximum 
rigidity.  Carefully angled 
overhead guards provide 
excellent all-around visibility 
of the load under high lift 
conditions.

All Hyster Big and Jumbo 
trucks are designed to allow 
easy access to serviceable 
items and daily checks, 
drivetrain and hydraulic 
components in minutes.

Hyster® Big and Jumbo Trucks 
make even the heaviest loads 
and toughest working conditions 
like material ship yards seem 
simple. From the Empty Container 
Handlers to the ReachStacker, you 
will find a Hyster truck to meet 
your heavy lifting needs. Hyster 
Big and Jumbo Trucks are built 
with the same commitment to 
reliability, durability and innova-
tion as all other Hyster lift trucks.
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H360HD2-EC4
The H360HD2-EC4 is Hyster’s empty container handling solution suited 
for ports and dry dock applications. Featuring a Cummins 6.7L QSB 
diesel engine, this truck provides empty container stacking capability 
for 3-high or up to 4-high configurations. Telescoping spreaders with 
vertical twist locks enable handling of 20 ft.-40 ft. containers for ISO 8 
ft. wide containers. Handling solutions are also available for domestic 
8’ 6” wide containers via our Special Engineering Department. Ease of 
serviceability is enabled with powered cab tilt and dual gull wing doors 
providing access to key components in seconds. A well-integrated 
powertrain featuring proven ZF transmissions provides seamless 
performance while helping to lower your total cost of ownership.

H360-36/48HD
The H360-36/48HD has been developed, thoroughly tested and refined 
to provide outstanding performance in pipe handling, general cargo, 
breakbulk, lumber, steel, concrete and other heavy duty industries and 
applications. It features durable components built around an efficient 
powertrain, an all-new heavy duty front end, and excellent all-around 
visibility based on the same core values of the Hyster® Brand. The 
truck is engineered for easy service while offering up to 20% lower fuel 
consumption than other leading competitive products. The mast channel 
rigidity is increased over 30% compared to the H300-360HD2 series. Two 
models are available: the H360-36HD with 36,000 lbs. of lifting capacity 
at 36-inch load center and the H360-48HD with 36,000 lbs. of lifting 
capacity at 48-inch load center. Both trucks are engineered to provide up 
to 40,000 lbs. of lifting capacity at shorter load centers. 

H190-360HD2

The H190-360HD2 series is engineered for heavy duty applications such 
as lumber, concrete, produce and general cargo. Each model features 
durable components with a heavy duty front end that provides excellent 
visibility through the exclusive VISTA™ mast. The quality, dependability 
and attention to ergonomics are all designed to increase the productivity 
of your operators. And with the side tilting ComforCab™II, all engine, 
transmission and other service check points are conveniently located for 
quick maintenance. Daily service checks can be completed in less than 
10 minutes which equals a lower cost of operation to your organization.
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H400-500HD-EC, H450HDS-EC
The H400-500HD-EC series, equipped with proven Cummins QSB 6.7L 
engines, offers four models with capacities for laden containers from 40,000 
lbs. through 50,000 lbs., providing 5-high or up to 6-high stacking capability. 
Hydraulically adjustable spreader heads enable handling of 9’ 6” wide 
containers as well as 8’ and 8’ 6” wide containers. Powered pile sloping for 
loading and unloading on ramps allows operation under various stacking 
requirements using a number of mast options. The ergonomically advanced 
ComforCab™II provides intuitive operator controls and enhanced operator 
comfort with features like automatic throttle up and outstanding all-around 
visibility through the angled overhead guards. 

H400-450HD/S
This series is Hyster’s heavy duty offering for high capacity loaded 
applications including steel, breakbulk, concrete and pipe handling. Designed 
as a compact, yet heavy duty solution to your handling applications, 
counterweights are optimized for capable lifting under all loaded conditions. 
All models feature a Cummins QSB 6.7L engine providing up to 230 peak 
horsepower, as well as on-demand hydraulics with variable displacement 
pump technology, engaging the pumps only when required. This decreases 
your cost of operation while boosting productivity for your operation.

H550-700HD/S
This series is a rugged line of heavy duty trucks for 
extreme duty applications in steel, breakbulk, concrete, 
pipe handling and general cargo—anywhere extreme 
duty cycles and heavy loads are common. All models 
feature a Cummins QSB 6.7L engine with cooled 
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and robust powertrain 
controls enabling ECO-mode selectable performance 
levels. The H550-700HD/S trucks can be customized 
with a number of optional attachments required to pick 
up, grab or lift loads in multiple industry segments 
including tire handlers, coil rams, pipe handlers and 
produce handlers. 

BIG AND JUMBO



H1050-1150HD-CH
This front mounted cab high capacity container handler is designed 
for handling the most extreme load conditions. Hyster’s flag ship 
of masted top pick solutions provides up to 88,000 lbs. of laden 
container handling 3, 4, 5 or 6-high in ports and intermodal 
applications. Integrated spreaders enable handling of both 20’ and 
40’ ISO and domestic containers. All models feature a Cummins 
QSL 9 engine with cooled EGR and a water-cooled variable 
geometry turbocharger. Innovative powertrain controls enable 
ECO-mode selectable performance levels for the optimum blend of 
high performance and high fuel economy.

H800-1050HD, H1050HDS
Designed for high capacity handling of loads in breakbulk, 
steel, and general cargo operations in a variety of industries.  
A short wheelbase option enables the lifting of loads up 
to 105,000 lbs. on a smaller footprint than available from 
the competition. Due to various mast and carriage options, 
the lifting capacities are among the highest in the industry. 
All models feature a Cummins QSL 9 engine with cooled 
EGR and a water-cooled variable geometry turbocharger 
that provides ample power for the the heaviest of lifting 
applications. A Dana Spicer TE-32 transmission is also 
standard on all models.
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RS45-46 REACHSTACKER
The RS45-46 ReachStacker series is Hyster’s solution for 
multi-row laden 9’ 6” or 8’ 6” container handling with up to 
5-high in the first row, 4-high in the second row, and up to 
3-high in the third row. Providing versatility in stacking and 
depth configurations for laden containers, the ReachStacker 
turns circles around the competition. Integrated spreaders 
handle both 20’ and 40’ ISO and domestic containers. Powered 
damping and pile sloping help to load and unload on ramps 
under various stacking requirements. Powered cab sliding offers 
optimal visibility at various heights, and the industry competitive 
ergonomic cab design enables wide sweeping views of the 
container at every stage of the handling operation.



HYSTER TRACKER - WIRELESS ASSET MANAGEMENT

Take your fleet operation to the next level with wireless 
asset management from Hyster. Hyster Tracker provides 
a scalable solution for fleets. From monitoring truck 
utilization to limiting operator access, Hyster Tracker 
allows you to track your fleet at your fingertips.
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2

Vertical Impacts
Lower Level Count: 2 impacts
Upper Level Count: 1 impacts

Lower Level 
Horizontal Impacts

Upper Level 
Horizontal Impacts

Operator Labor:
$9,076.25

Unassigned:
$823.25

Maintenance:
$1,492.00

Acquisition:
$623.00

TRACKER

THE HYSTER ADVANTAGE
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SUPPORTING CUSTOMERS WITH  
WORLD-CLASS PARTS & SERVICE
Four Parts Distribution Centers strategically located 
around the world provide a full range of original 
equipment and aftermarket parts that help maintain 
our customers’ uptime. G.A.P., our Guaranteed 
Availability Program, guarantees that if a covered 
part is not available the next business day it will be 
provided to you FREE of charge.*

We also take that commitment into the field with the 
Hyster CERTECH® Certification training program. This 
technical training program provides both systems 
level as well as product-specific education to ensure 
lift trucks are repaired right the first time.

* Contact your local dealer for program details.

i3 TECHNOLOGY

HYSTER® i3 TECHNOLOGY™

Hyster i3 Technology™ integrates commonality among 
Hyster warehouse products and simplifies the way 
in which operators and technicians alike handle and 
service the truck. The Integrated Intelligent Interface 
ties together functionality, software, diagnostic codes, 
similar interfaces and is Hyster Tracker compatible. 
This technology allows operator input to optimize 
performance to suit operator skill level. It also provides 
setup and diagnostic menus for service technicians. 



Service — Your local Hyster dealer offers a flexible, customized and comprehensive maintenance 
plan based on each lift truck’s application, make, model and operation environment. Hyster service 
programs offer scheduled inspections and maintenance, and when you need immediate service on 
a fleet or single truck, your local dealer offers quick, responsive service dispatched to your location. 

For more than 80 years, Hyster has been conquering the world's most demanding applications. In the 

1920’s Hyster started as a manufacturer of lifting machines used in the rigorous logging industry of the 

United States' Pacific Northwest. A few years later the first forklift trucks were invented and the Hyster® 

brand quickly gained its reputation for rugged quality. Hyster® lift trucks are designed to lower your cost 

of operations. Every truck we make — gasoline, LPG, diesel and electric — is purpose-built to excel in its 

application. Every truck is also backed by an unmatched network of specialists.

INNOVATIVE TRUCKS ENGINEERED TO MEET  
THE MOST DEMANDING APPLICATIONS

Special Products Engineering Department (SPED) — Different materials require different handling.  
That’s why we can work with you to customize your lift trucks. From strobe lights to specially made  
forks, SPED has the tools to help you get the job done right. 

Hyster Capital — We can arrange solutions for special financing requirements, taking the difficulties  
out of buying the equipment you need. Whether you purchase or lease a new or used lift truck,  
Hyster Capital offers superior service and competitive rates. 

Rental Products — When leasing or buying isn’t a practical option, we have access to more than  
14,000 units for short- and long-term rental. We’ll help you maintain output in a cost-effective manner. 

Parts — With genuine Hyster replacement parts and UNISOURCETM parts for all makes of lift trucks,  
we are your one-stop source for lift truck parts. In fact, we offer more than 2 million part number  
crosses for most brands of materials handling and other in-plant mobile equipment.

Hyster Fleet Services — Even if you operate other brands, we can manage your maintenance and  
replacement plan. We can offer complete fleet analysis, fleet history summary and a cost-effective  
proposal for replacement and scheduled maintenance.

Operator Training — Proper education in operating lift trucks minimizes the risk of injuries due to 
accidents while increasing productivity. Hyster offers OSHA-compliant materials that support the  
training of qualified operators. 

Dealer Network — Through our Dealer Network, we can offer the expertise of fleet managers, parts 
suppliers, capital procurement specialists and trainers. Hyster's carefully chosen dealers — and the 
people they employ — fully understand customer applications, assist in selecting the right lift truck 
and provide fast, reliable support after the sale.
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Hyster Company
P.O. Box 7006
Greenville, North Carolina
27835-7006
Part No. FULLLINE/B
5/2014 Litho in U.S.A.

The Hyster Company product included in this document may be covered by U.S. Patent 6,684,148 and other patents pending.  
All trucks shown with optional equipment.  © 2014 Hyster Company. All rights reserved.

Hyster, and    are registered trademarks of Hyster Company.
TM is a trademark of Hyster Company. Hyster products are subject to change without notice.

Visit us online at hyster.com or call us at 1-800-HYSTER-1.


